PLENARY SESSION OF THE
ASSEMBLY
THIRTY-FOURTH MEETING
Monday, 23 - Tuesday, 24 November 2009
MOSCOW
AGENDA

1. Opening Ceremony
   Statements by Personalities

2. Matters of Procedure
   a) Adoption of the Agenda (Doc.GA34/AG/09)
   b) Examination of New Credentials (Doc. GA34/CRED/09)
   c) Approval of the Minutes of the Thirty-Third Plenary Session of the General Assembly in Bucharest on 11-13 June 2009 (Doc. GA33/MIN/09)
   d) Progress Report of the Parliamentary Assembly (Doc. GA34/PROG/09)

3. General Debate: The development of international transport corridors and ensuring energy security of the BSEC countries and Europe
   ♦ Statements by Speakers/Heads of national PABSEC delegations and guests.

4. Organisation of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation
   a) The Twenty-First Meeting of the Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the BSEC Member States, 22 October 2009, Baky (Doc.GA34/REP/BSEC-21CMFA/09)
   b) Meeting of the Ministers and Heads of Agencies on Emergency Situations of the BSEC Member States, 18 September 2009, Baky (Doc. GA34/REP/BSEC/MINEMS/09)
      • Declaration of Ministers and Heads of Agencies on Emergency Situations of the BSEC Member States, 18 September 2009, Baky
   c) Information on the Activities of the Organisation of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation.
5. **Election of the PABSEC Vice-President on Financial Matters**

6. **Economic, Commercial, Technological and Environmental Affairs**
   a) Report on “Water resources management in the Black Sea region”
      \[(Doc. GA34/EC33/REP/09)\]
   b) Recommendation 111/2009 on “Water resources management in the Black Sea region”
      \[(Doc. GA34/EC33/REC111/09)\]

7. **Legal and Political Affairs**
      \[(Doc. GA34/LC33/REP/09)\]
      \[(Doc. GA34/LC33/REC112/09)\]

8. **Cultural, Educational and Social Affairs**
   a) Report on “Shaping ecological awareness and behaviour in the BSEC Member States”
      \[(Doc. GA34/CC33/REP/09)\]
   b) Recommendation 113/2009 on “Shaping ecological awareness and behaviour in the BSEC Member States”
      \[(Doc. GA34/CC33/REC113/09)\]

9. **Financial Matters**
   a) Adoption of the Budget for the Financial Year 2010
      \[(Doc: GA34/BUDG2010/09)\]
   b) Set up of the Draft Budget and Auditing Committee

10. **The 2010 Spring Session of the Assembly**
    Date, venue and agenda

11. **Rotation of the Presidency**

12. **Closing of the General Assembly**